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Renske van Kollenburg is known for her journalistic work in the music industry. She 
founded her company Splash MusicMedia in 2009 and worked with leading artists such as 
Armin van Buuren, Nile Rodgers, Will.i.Am, Tiësto, Richie Hawtin, Boy George and Avicii. She 
has worked as a film producer, event moderator and award show host in venues like the Johan 
Cruijff Arena and Heineken Music Hall with audiences up to 35k people. Besides this she DJs 
internationally since 2011 under her moniker Sairen.

As a public speaker, Renske shares her story in the fast and hectic music industry and 
the importance of learning to set your boundaries in order to avoid excessive stress, fatigue 
and burnout. She is passionate about having meaningful conversations with leading and 
ambitious change makers that have incredible stories to share, inspire and educate us on the 
effects excessive ambition can have on our mental health. Her podcast Sound Waves serves as 
a platform where she invites leading artists and key figures from the creative industry with a 
focus on mental health. 

“I want to remove the stigma attached to mental health issues  

in the music industry and beyond. “

Renske believes mental health should be a focus anywhere, especially in these times. 
Coming from the music industry and having worked at big multinationals, she is very much 
intrigued by how to (re)gain optimal health for high performance professionals. She knows 
from experience how challenging working in a high demanding and competitive industry is 
and is now dedicated to guiding others to enjoy their careers in a healthy and sustainable way.

You can book Renske:

• As a keynote speaker

•  For workshops and 

masterclasses

• As a performer 

• For mentoring

Expertise:

•   Mental Health and stress 

management

•   Self awareness, trauma healing

• (Electronic) Music Industry

Booking information:

www.renskevankollenburg.com

renske@splashmusicmedia.com

+31(0)6 27180 208

renskevan
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